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“As a lifelong resident of Princeton, as the father of four children living in
town, and also as CEO of a company with several thousand colleagues in
this area, I support the goals of Princeton Future because Princeton is a
diverse, vital environment where people, ideas, tradition, innovation, culture,
conversation and beauty create the conditions for good businesses and
good living.”

Get involved. Be a part of it.

— Peter R. Kann, Chairman, CEO, Dow Jones Inc.

“This commitment bespeaks our appreciation for Princeton Future’s efforts
to date and our confidence in its ability to continue to play a unique and
highly constructive role in helping all of us in the community think about
and plan for Princeton’s future.”
		

— Bob Durkee, VP Public Affairs, Princeton University

“Princeton Future is an entity that can be called upon to keep the broader
vision for the good of the whole community – its citizens, its institutions,
and its businesses – as well as for the stability of our neighborhoods.”

— James A. Floyd, Retired Vice President Educational Testing Service,
Former Mayor Princeton Township

“Princeton Future’s recipe for eliciting comments then digesting and
responding to them has just been terrific! The tone has been inclusive
and constructive. Princeton Future is making a big difference.”
— Gail Ullman, Princeton Regional Planning Board

“Not quite urban, not really rural…an exhilarating mixture of living and
working…a magnet for the best institutions and businesses…dense
and developed in some places, open and natural in others…intense
and relaxed all at the same time…I see a Princeton that will be known
by its first name around the world as a special place, a ‘state of mind.’”
— Katherine Kish, Immediate Past Chair,
Princeton Regional Chamber of Commerce

“I’m a member of Princeton Future precisely because my home and
workplace of the past 40 years, Princeton, is the kind of community that
can engender a dedicated citizens group such as this one. And in turn,
Princeton – considered as both “Our Town” and also the focus of an entire
region – deserves the type of attention that will intelligently guide its
development while preserving the many appealing characteristics that
drew us all here.”

Contact Princeton Future at:
37 Palmer Square West Princeton, NJ 08542 609. 921.6100
Or, contact anyone on the Princeton Future
Steering Committee or Task Forces:
Robert Goheen (Honorary Chair)
Robert Geddes (Co-Chair)
Sheldon Sturges (Co-Chair)
Robert Durkee
James Floyd
Claire Jacobus
Katherine Kish
Margaret Knapp
Yina Moore
Michael Mostoller
John Reed
Shirley Satterfield
Irv Urken
Neighborhood Task Force
— Yina Moore
Planning and Design Task Force
— Alan Chimacoff, Michael Mostoller
Development and Construction Task Force
— William Murdoch
Finance Task Force
— John Reed
Legal Task Force
— Bill Lifland

— Michael Graves, Michael Graves & Associates

A coalition to ensure that
Princeton will remain a diverse,
livable and enjoyable
community.
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Princeton Future
Be a part of it.

P Princeton
In today’s Princeton the rate of change only accelerates.

Here are just a few ways we’ve implemented that vision:

Cultural diversity, economic power and educational opportunity have never been greater.
Corporations of all types and people of all nations call this area home. Yes, Princeton is
experiencing yet another transition. And this time, you have the power to help drive it.

The story of

Princeton
is a story about
change.

It began as Prince-Town to honor England’s Prince
William of Orange and Nassau. But, this allegiance
to the crown would not last.
Nassau Hall (on the campus of what would later
become Princeton University) would host one of the
very first public readings of the Declaration of
Independence in July of 1776.
Within a year, General George Washington would
change the face of the Revolutionary War at the
Battle of Princeton.
Princeton helped the still new nation redefine its view
of itself. Reflecting its history of diversity, in the 1900s,
Princeton grew to include an extremely active black
business and professional community of teachers,
lawyers and physicians as well as shops, stores and
restaurants.*
Great Princeton thinkers like Oppenheimer and
Einstein would change our views of the forces and
energy surrounding us.

*Source: PULSE (Pride Unity Leadership Sisterhood Esteem) at
Princeton High School

Our partners in local state government are intelligent, hardworking individuals, but there
is barely time or resources to legislate and regulate what is already on the books. However,
governments do listen when their constituencies speak up. That’s why concerned, motivated,
vocal and organized citizens — and the businesses that employ them — are so important
to shaping Princeton’s future.
That’s why Princeton Future exists. To provide an important and otherwise non-existent
public forum for the dialogue that will shape the Princeton that we leave behind —
and, to fulfill a vision of Balance, Diversity, Viability and Affordability that will nurture
tomorrow’s changes.
Several visionary organizations — Dow Jones and Company, Summit (Fleet) Bank, The
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation and Princeton University — saw this immediately
and provided the seed money that allowed Princeton Future to take root. Now, after
more than 40 public meetings, the hard work of many outstanding experts and
commitments from important business and community leaders, we’re ready to add
the next piece to the puzzle.

Why you should be a part of Princeton Future.

You are part of the vibrant business community that has turned the Princeton, NJ area
into an economic powerhouse — and the term “Route One Corridor” into a nationally
recognized corporate center.
You know that Princeton is much more than a mailing address. It is an economic, lifestyle
and cultural force that extends into dozens of communities and is known the world over
as a growing, vibrant, unique and desirable region to live, work and raise a family. Indeed,
Princeton is as much a state of mind as it is a place on a map.
You understand that Princeton is undergoing change. And, you would like to have some
say in how it takes shape.

What we’ve done so far.

Princeton Future has already achieved impressive and tangible goals in its first few years.
We’ve done it with people like yourself — leaders who don’t just talk about issues, but
instead step forward and shape them. Now, it’s your turn to be a part of our accomplishments.
We’ve Created A Vision. Nobody knows exactly what the Princeton region will look like
tomorrow. Or, a thousand tomorrows from now. That’s what makes living and working
here exciting and challenging. But, we do know this — Princeton Future is working to
build a place of Balance, Diversity, Viability and Affordability.

Proposed Square. Initially a response to Princeton Borough’s parking problems,
Princeton Future has advanced the idea of this attractive downtown mixed-use retail/office/
residential area that would provide an attractive bridge between established
borough neighborhoods and the vibrant Nassau-Witherspoon downtown area.

Future
Fostered Neighbor-To-Neighbor Dialogue. Through neighborhood meetings,
Princeton Future creates opportunities where citizens can talk face-to-face about the
future of their town.
Engaged Experts. Leading architects, planners and urban designers have signed
on to help create a vibrant and sustainable Princeton that balances work, play, living
and commerce.

Worked The Plan. The Princeton Community Master Plan is currently being revised by
the Regional Planning Board. Princeton Future is working with the Board to create a bold
and specific downtown master plan that divides the borough into five interrelated zones
and considers the regional definition of Princeton as the 25-mile corridor along Route 1.

What still needs to be done and how you can help.

Creating Princeton’s future is not a goal. It is a process — one that never ends and will
continuously evolve. But, while the nature of the effort may change, there are two things
that will always be needed — time and money.

In order to create and present informed, credible recommendations or positions, Princeton
Future must engage the skills, talents and networking power of specialists
in many areas. From marketing to traffic. Finance to administrative. Legal to municipal
planning. Much of our success will depend on the insights of our paid expert partners
such as traffic consultants, attorneys, civil engineers, architects and others. That’s where
your involvement can make a difference.

What your financial support does for Princeton.

A contribution to Princeton Future is truly a contribution to your own future. Here’s
how each dollar of your grant or donation works to create the Princeton of tomorrow.
Consulting fees (traffic, retail marketing and finance, urban planning, municipal finance and
communications) account for 68.1 cents of every dollar. Supplies, printing, promotion and
meeting expenses account for 16.4 cents of every dollar. General administration, legal and
accounting account for 15.5 cents of every dollar.

Be a part of Princeton Future. For more information, please call 609.921.6100.

